6x6

The machine for the adventurous at heart.
The go-anywhere vehicle that takes you to
those hard to get to areas that used to take
da ys o f hard bushwal king to rea ch.
An ideal machine for exploring the outback,
a practical work vehicle for the farm, for the
ke en fis herman o r the adve ntaurous
prospector. Not only is it six wheel drive but
it is also amphibious, yes it floats on water!

A simple machine to build using a motorcycle
motor for power and a car differential for
splitting the drive and chains to all six wheels.

SPECIFICATIONS
FRAME
BODY
STEERING
MOTOR
BRAKES
TRANSMISSION
SUSPENSION
WHEELS
APPROX WEIGHT
TOP SPEED
ACCELERATION
PLANS

Features

- Box section steel chassis with
single tubular rollbar
- Plywood panels over chassis
structure, fibreglassed over to
seal
- Skid steer with two levers
operating right and left brakes
- Road bike motor from 500cc
up to 1000cc, preferably water
cooled
- Car discs and hydraulic
calipers, disc on either side of
differential to control steering
- Motorcycle gearbox driving car
differential then chain drive to
all six wheels
- None - relies on 2 ply ATV Tyres
- Either 22 X 11.0 X 8
or 25 X 12.0 X 9 ATV Tyres
- 550 kg
- 50 kph
- 0-50 kph in 15 seconds
- Comprehensive Plans, over 30
pages of detailed drawings

All six wheels are driven to give maximum
traction in places even a four wheel drive won’t DIMENSIONS
OVERALL LENGTH
go!
OVERALL WIDTH
The 6X6 floats and swims across swamps, OVERALL HEIGHT
streams, dams and rivers. The 6X6 will take TRACK
WHEELBASE
you anywhere you can’t walk.
GROUND CLEARANCE

Do It Yourself Construction

-

2700 mm
1440 mm
1100 mm
1200 mm (rear)
1480 mm
150 mm

You can build the 6X6 exactly as you please,
the comprehensive plans give you the
drawings and dimensions of every part that
needs to be made, along with cutting lists,
parts lists, nuts and bolts lists and material
lists. You can make all of the parts yourself.
Some components are available from The Edge
Products.

COST OF PLANS

$ 66.00

TO MAKE YOURSELF $ 3,000 to$3,500
minus motor

The Edge Products
PO Box 292
Karrinyup, Western Australia 6018

Buying the raw materials, fabricating and
phone
welding the 6X6 parts yourself to the plans
fax
will cost approximately $ 3,000 to $ 3,500
email
to make the complete vehicle minus motor.
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